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A guide to starting a trusted business
that your local community can rely on...
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Open a door to a bright new 
future...
OvenKing are an established oven cleaning company, and household name in the 
counties of Dorset, Hampshire and Wiltshire. With an enviable reputation for workmanship 
and customer service, we have hundreds of independently verified reviews from satisfied 
customers.

Many of our customers come back to us time and time again for regular cleans. 
Combine that with the new customers from the recommendations and our innovative 
marketing, our fleet of vans is fully booked all year round and still expanding.marketing, our fleet of vans is fully booked all year round and still expanding.

Our position isn’t unique either. From research we know demand for oven cleaners is 
growing all over the UK. Oven cleaning is the ideal self-employed business, with high 
demand and low overheads for anyone joining the industry. Dedicated time and 
effort into growing the business can lead to expected earnings of over £1000 per week 
within the first few months.

Until recently, the only way into the industry has either been by joining a franchise, 
spending months researching and sourcing suppliers, on-the-job training by trial spending months researching and sourcing suppliers, on-the-job training by trial 
and error, none of which are ideal.

Undertaking an OvenKing training course allows you to enjoy a satisfying and rewarding 
business that not only offers unrivalled working flexibility but an attractive earning 
potential that could give you complete financial freedom for you and your loved ones.
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A warm welcome...
OvenKing was founded by Daryl Self the current Managing Director. With over 10 years 
of experience in building reputable franchises and business opportunities across a variety 
of different industries. OvenKing is one of the latest additions to a hugely successful 
network of existing business opportunities that offer people the chance to become their 
own boss and be the master of their own success.

There are many benefits of being part of an oven cleaning franchise, these are explained 
by all the other oven cleaning franchise companies out there. These franchises may suit by all the other oven cleaning franchise companies out there. These franchises may suit 
some people, but not everyone!

OvenKing believe that if a franchise isn’t for you, then it shouldn’t be a barrier to entry 
into the oven cleaning market. Perhaps all the desirable franchises are taken in your 
area. Maybe you feel the terms and conditions are too restrictive, or you want more 
freedom to run your business how you choose. Or you simply cannot raise the upfront 
fees the franchiser requires. 

However, if the benefits below appeal to you…However, if the benefits below appeal to you…

OvenKing offer a range of excellent training courses that can be tailored to meet you 
and your businesses needs. 

Earning £1000+ per week
No restriction on area or territory
No contract restrictions
Better work life balance
Running and managing your business your way
Can be added on to existing business
There are no management feesThere are no management fees
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“Better work life balance”

An industry within its infancy...
Professional oven cleaning is still very much a new concept to the average homeowner, 
because of this there is phenomenal growth and expansion potential available to each 
and every oven cleaner that decides to undertake our training.

There are more than 28.2 million households in the UK resulting ever growing and 
lucrative marketplace not including the some 8.4 million commercial properties like 
restaurants that also offer the chance for long term contractual cleaning, should you 
choose to explore this avenue. choose to explore this avenue. 

Each trainee benefits from having the freedom to choose how they work, when they
work and in what areas they work. There are no limits on where and how you advertise
as there would be with a franchise. There are also no limits on the operational area as
there would be with a franchise. These reasons make the OvenKing training opportunity 
a highly sought after course as it enables you do run your own business as you want.  
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The training package...
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If you are hard working, dedicated and motivated to succeed then an OvenKing 
training package could be for you. We offer advice to you based on our own successful 
business model, offering unrivalled knowledge gained from years of experience.

OvenKing offer a whole host of additional benefits on top of our training. Included within 
our standard packages:

The OvenKing startup extra package is the most popular package as this package 
means you can leave OvenKing knowing that you have a business setup for you and means you can leave OvenKing knowing that you have a business setup for you and 
ready to run. You will leave us in your own van with your own livery along with all of the 
chemicals and tools requried to complete an oven clean on your way home.

We are flexible and will try to accomodate any specific requirements that you have. If
you would like a temporary fitting in your van or need to have the new corporate style 
integrated with another line of business that you have then talk to us and we will see 
what can be done.
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Backup and Support
OvenKing do not operate as a franchise and we do not have ongoing management
fees. However, we are happy to discuss a fee for ongoing support. We understand that
often a franchise is looked at as an option because of the backup and support they 
can offer and the security that can appear to come with a franchise. 

Here at OvenKing we like to approach things in a way which is best for you. We offer
you a training course that enables you to setup and run your own business how you
want to run it. We then offer you the option to take out an ongoing support fee with us.want to run it. We then offer you the option to take out an ongoing support fee with us.

The support fee will entitle you to the following and more:

Backup and support for issues that arise.
Discount on the OvenKing Shop for any chemical orders.
Book a further training day up to 2 days a year. 
Further purchased training days at 50% discount. 
Ongoing marketing and business advice.
Ongoing development support.Ongoing development support.
 

“More potential than a franchise”
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OvenKing Shop
OvenKing offer, as part of the startup and startup extra training packages, a range of 
OvenKing chemicals and tools. Our chemicals are being manufactured bespoke for 
OvenKing, working with other products and devising our own which we are proud to 
put our stamp on. Our chemicals have been developed over a number of years by 
working closely with our cleaning chemical suppliers and with our operators. We have 
tested dozens of brands and types of chemicals and have settled on what we now 
sell as the OvenKing range of chemicals.sell as the OvenKing range of chemicals.

Whether you are kitting out a new van for your oven cleaning operation or just buying a 
few chemicals to top up stock the OvenKing Shop supplies everything you need.

With the optional ongoing support package you can benefit from discounts when 
purchasing from the OvenKing Shop. Meaning that your chemical and tool costs are 
reduced even further. 

Contact us:
www.ovenkingshop.co.uk
info@ovenking.co.uk

“Tested and 
proven

chemicals 
and tools”
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A day in the life...
No two days are ever the same in the lucrative world of domestic oven cleaning. Each 
and every job that you attend you will have pre-booked and arranged in advance 
with an accurate quote given to the customer so there are no surprises on the day. 

First impressions are vital so presenting yourself in a smart, friendly and professional 
manner as well as keeping your service van neat and tidy will go a long way to 
ensuring complete customer satisfaction.

Our training includes office based training, taking you through some of the theory of ovenOur training includes office based training, taking you through some of the theory of oven
cleaning. We like to get you hands on as soon as possible, so after the office based
tutoring we take you through and give you some hands on tutoring within our workshop.
This gives you a good feel for what you will be doing on the road.

A key part of our training is that we will send you out on jobs with our own oven 
cleaning operators, you will see the whole process from meeting and greeting the
customer through to the clean down at the end with customer sign off and payment. 
We feel this is the best way to train by providing on the job experience. We feel this is the best way to train by providing on the job experience. 

Our industry leading training teaches you everything you need to know to provide a 
quality service that is expected from your customers in turn leading to glowing 
reviews and word of mouth referrals resulting in ongoing repeat business. 
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What are the benefits...
Start your oven cleaning business with the best oven cleaning training course that 
money can buy. A full operations manual detailing information about how to clean and
what chemicals to use along with all the dos and donts of oven cleaning. When you start 
a business and become your own boss it’s important to have all of the processes and 
procedures in place in order to start trading immediately and begin generating an 
income. 

OvenKing will offer advice for you to effectivley promote and develop your business OvenKing will offer advice for you to effectivley promote and develop your business 
prior to launch as well as providing in depth training that covers all aspects of running 
your own business including marketing, practical skills and business development.

OvenKing are dedicated to providing you the personal tools and means to make your 
new business become the mass provider of oven cleaning services within your 
local area. This helps to kick start an immediate cash flow for you and begin to 
establish you as a trusted service provider.

“Immediate income potential”
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“Massive earning potential
minimal overheads”
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The earning potential...
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With hard work, dedication and a strong work ethic you will have the potential to earn 
anything from £30,000 - £60,000 a year depending on the area in which you choose 
to operate and your level of commitment to the business. Below are a few financial 
illustrations designed to show you how an income is generated with an oven cleaning
business as well as factoring in various costs and associated expenditure.
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The earning potential continued...

The above financial illustrations are based on what we have seen over the years, 
we have predicted an annual profit after your costs on three different earning potentials 
similar to those detailed on the previous page.

Running Costs
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What do our graduates say...
Providing a first class oven cleaning service and meeting the expectations of your 
customers by adhering to the high standards OvenKing have trained you to are 
fundamental to the success of your business. Here are a couple of success stories from 
our training courses. 

“Arrived back with a flying start I left 
OvenKing on the Thursday and I was working 
by the weekend for friends and family and 
had my first booking on Monday. I emphasised 
with OvenKing from the beginning this is crucial 
to me as I have given up my highly paid PAYE 
sales job to start running my own oven sales job to start running my own oven 
cleaning business. 

I looked around with what other companies 
had to offer and nothing came close to the 
OvenKing startup extra package, which I 
thought would be ideal if i wanted to start 
with a quick launch into the industry with the 
website, flyers, business cards, livery, tank, van website, flyers, business cards, livery, tank, van 
conversion and tools and chemicals to get 
going.”

Doctor Oven Captain Ovens

“I came down to Bournemouth a complete 
novice in the industry. My Background was 
working in the airline on baggage handling. 
So I came down to training with OvenKing 
with an open mind, not being 100% sure 
whether it was for me or not. But after the 
training and the business walkthrough that training and the business walkthrough that 
Daryl gave me in the office made me feel 
comfortable that I have made the right 
decision to eventually break off from my 
security and go it alone.

Thanks Paul for the practical training on site 
and the team for the overall package. Love 
the style of my website and livery on the van the style of my website and livery on the van 
and people making comments to me on a 
daily basis.”
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Investment required...
You could be a graduate of the OvenKing training course from as little as £5000 (inc VAT)
for the startup extra training course. The startup extra training course includes everything 
you need to kick start your business from generating you a corporate style and using this 
style through logo design, flyer and business card design, website design and van livery. 
With the startup extra package for as little as £5000 you could drive away from our 
training course with the knowledge of how to clean an oven with all of the tools and 
chemicals needed to undertake the clean in your own van that has livery for your newchemicals needed to undertake the clean in your own van that has livery for your new
oven cleaning company.

OvenKing and its employees use knowledge accumulated from years of experience in 
different sectors to provide you with the most comprehensive training course money can
buy. We use previous knowledge of oven cleaning, website design, marketing, corporate
styling and business to deliver a training course and business package that will leave you 
with the confidence to take your own oven cleaning business to task.

This initial cost covers everything you need to launch your own business and begin trading. This initial cost covers everything you need to launch your own business and begin trading. 

By graduating the OvenKing training course you will not be part of a franchise and there
are no ongoing fees. You are free to run your company as you want, to operate in areas
you want, to work as much or as little as you want and enjoy the freedom that comes 
with being your own business owner.

“Startup Extra - Business in a box”
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Whats next...?
You are one simple step away from becoming an oven cleaner. Get in contact with us
to discuss what you want and how we can help you to achieve your goal.

If you require further information about the OvenKing training courses or have any 
questions regarding the contents of this pack then do not hesitate to contact us using 
any of the following methods.

Contact us:
www.ovenking.co.uk
info@ovenking.co.uk

Write to us:
OvenKing Limited
10a Silver Business Park
Airfield WayAirfield Way
Christchurch
BH23 3TA
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